Circular

Regarding Cancellation of UG/Diploma - Final Semester Summer 2020
Examination for Regular Students commencing from 02/07/2020 or 03/07/2020 till further orders

Read:.

(1) UGC Guidelines on Examinations and Academic Calendar for the Universities in View of COVID-19 Pandemic and Subsequent Lockdown, Dated: 29th April, 2020
(2) ગુજરાત સરકારના ગુજરાત અધિકારીઓ નિયમો: હેરાડા/૧૦૨૦૨૦/૦૫૦૪૨૦૨૦/૪-૯, રલ:૨૪/૦૫/૨૦૨૦
(3) ગુજરાત સરકારના સુધારો કાર્યક્રમની નિયમો: હેરાડા/૧૦૨૦૨૦/૦૫૦૪૨૦૨૦/૪-૯,
રલ:૨૫/૦૫/૨૦૨૦

As per above mentioned resolutions (2, 3) of Education Department, GoG and UGC guidelines as mentioned above as (1), University had declared to conduct theory examination from 02/07/2020 or 03/07/2020 [whichever is applicable] onwards for Regular students of final semester of UG/Diploma courses.

On the basis of the directions received from Government of Gujarat, GTU hereby declares that University theory examination commencing from 02/07/2020 or 03/07/2020 [whichever is applicable] for regular students of UG/Diploma final semester is hereby cancelled till further orders.

Further guidelines/resolution declared by Government of Gujarat/UGC/AICTE shall be made applicable.

All the affiliated Institutes are hereby informed to convey this Circular to its all students, faculties and staff immediately.

Registrar